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Yamatai Emergency Management Agency

The Yamatai Emergency Management Agency also known by its acronym YEMA, is a department of the
Yamatai Star Empire devoted to civilian response to crisis and disaster. It was created in YE 45.1.

YEMA

Motto “Bringing stability and hope”
Organization Type Government Department as defined by the Constitution
Administration The Imperial Premier
Committee Senate Emergency Management Oversight Committee

Creation Under Proposal#120 - Formation of the Yamatai Emergency Management Agency
passed in YE 45.1

History

In YE 45.1, Independant Senator Tetsuya Eitan (Airwin Caeyara) presented Proposal#120 - Formation of
the Yamatai Emergency Management Agency to the Senate of the Yamatai Star Empire. His motivation
for the bill came from his experience prior to Tsenlan joining the Senate, where his own people had failed
to provide adequate solutions for crisis management which made the evacuations of his worlds a
nightmare with staggering loss of life. In a study of the history of the Yamatai Star Empire he found that
the reliance on the Star Army of Yamatai was successful but had also created challenges, such as on
worlds like Himiko System which had been invaded during the Kuvexian War. His goal was to propose a
government department that would help aid civilian populations throughout the Yamatai Star Empire and
relieve some of the burden placed on the Star Army of Yamatai.

Following the successful passing of Proposal#120 - Formation of the Yamatai Emergency Management
Agency, YEMA was successfully formed.

YEMA Mission

The purpose of YEMA is to provide:

Provide food, Water and shelter to citizens of the Yamatai Star Empire during disaster and crisis.
Food Security during crisis and disaster.
Establish Emergency Management Plans for each settled planet in the Yamatai Star Empire and
cooperate with the Department of Colonization in the creation of these plans for new and existing
colonies.
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Manage evacuation plans and inventories.
Maintenance and oversight of refugee towns while they are utilized and awaiting utilization.

The Senate Emergency Management Oversight Committee

The role of the Senate Emergency Management Oversight Committee is to provide:

Senator involvement in the creation of Emergency Management plans for their jurisdictions.
The creation and presentation of a yearly report in the sixth month of every year.

The Yearly Report

As defined in Proposal#120 - Formation of the Yamatai Emergency Management Agency the yearly
report is to include:

A detailed report is presented in the sixth month of every year within the Senate.
A detailed description of civilian-accessible emergency bunkers such as H Bunker on each planet. It
will also include a detailed inventory of supplies held in those bunkers. Statistical data regarding
the population vs. bunker space to evaluate the need for more facilities to be built.
A detailed evaluation of rations and their availability. This will include planetary stocks of rations
Star Army Emergency Ration Pill that are designated for civilian use.
A detailed inventory of assigned civilian evacuation craft for each settled planet.

Department Assets

YEMA has access to the following soft and hard assets to successfully provide assistance to civilians.

Personnel

YEMA has roughly 500,000 regular employees, which can be increased during times of crisis and disaster.
YEMA coordinates with the National Personnel Management Administration for the acquisition of new
employees. Additionally, they run an apprenticeship program with the Kikyō Scouts during school breaks.

Headquarters

YEMA has its headquarters in the Anisa System. As of YE 45.1 these are just under construction, however,
a temporary headquarters and logistics area has been created.
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Ships and Equipment

YEMA utilizes the following equipment, purchased through funding from the National Bank of Yamatai.

YEMA Response Fleets

YEMA operates the following response fleets listed below. They also operate several small craft-produced
Major Corporations in the Yamatai Star Empire, the majority of their sourcing however comes from
Geshrinari Shipyards.

Yamatai Core - Stationed in the Anisa System:

1x Tanya-Class Expeditionary Heavy Cruiser (Civilian Variant)
1x Ge-C1-2a - Ookami-Class Light Cruiser
100x Ge-L8-1a - Jōkyaku-Class Passenger Ship
100x Ge-L6-1a - Taishita-Class (Heavy Freighter)
50x Ge-L7-1a Ekitai-Class Liquid Freighter Ship (Water Transports)

Yamatai Galacitc South - Stationed at Veronica:

1x Tanya-Class Expeditionary Heavy Cruiser (Civilian Variant)
1x Ge-C1-2a - Ookami-Class Light Cruiser
100x Ge-L8-1a - Jōkyaku-Class Passenger Ship
100x Ge-L6-1a - Taishita-Class (Heavy Freighter)
50x Ge-L7-1a Ekitai-Class Liquid Freighter Ship (Water Transports)

Yamatai Galactic East - Stationed at Koukotsu System:

1x Tanya-Class Expeditionary Heavy Cruiser (Civilian Variant)
1x Ge-C1-2a - Ookami-Class Light Cruiser
100x Ge-L8-1a - Jōkyaku-Class Passenger Ship
100x Ge-L6-1a - Taishita-Class (Heavy Freighter)
50x Ge-L7-1a Ekitai-Class Liquid Freighter Ship (Water Transports)

Yamatai Galactic West - Stationed at Albini:

1x Tanya-Class Expeditionary Heavy Cruiser (Civilian Variant)
1x Ge-C1-2a - Ookami-Class Light Cruiser
100x Ge-L8-1a - Jōkyaku-Class Passenger Ship
100x Ge-L6-1a - Taishita-Class (Heavy Freighter)
50x Ge-L7-1a Ekitai-Class Liquid Freighter Ship (Water Transports)

Other Notable Assests

YEMA also utilizes:
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Prefabricated buildings for Star Army Refugee Facilities. (They cooperate with the Star Army of
Yamatai for these).
Modular components for H Bunker facilities

National Emergency and Crisis Broadcast System

In preparation for or during a crisis, YEMA will utilize the communications protocol called the National
Emergency and Crisis Broadcast System (NECB). The system works on different levels to inform citizens
of impending hazards or YEMA deployment in their region.

National Level - Major Crisis or Disaster affecting multiple regions. SYNC is utilized for NECB
anncouncements.
Regional Level - Major Crisis or Disaster affecting a single region. SYNC is utilized for NECB
anncouncements.
Regional Level (Compromised) - Major Crisis or Disaster affecting a single region where invasion is
in progress. SYNC unavailable. Coded radio transmissions are used to deliver information between
H Bunker and other shelters.

Current Projects

Projects currently being handled by YEMA:

Management of Star Army Refugee Facilities being utilized after the Arrival of the Norians.
The development and building of seed vaults throughout the Yamatai Star Empire and frontiers.
Providing assistance in the Jun System following their liberation from the Interstellar Kingdom Of
Kuvexia.

OOC Notes

Andrew created this article on 2023/01/18 07:21.

Art is by Yuuki for the YEMA logo.

How to Create An Emergency Management Plan

To create an emergency management plan for your planet for your place page.

=====Emergency Management Plan=====
<insert name of world and description of plan>
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<world name> has the following in place.
  * # of evacuation ships, and their locations.
  * # of H Bunkers and other Bunkers and their locations.
  * Locations of any other shelters or rally points.
  * Locations and information on emergency services such as the National
Police and Fire Stations.

<world name> also has the following inventory
  * The number of rations and/or ration pills.
  * Inventory and locations of emergency civilian logistics caches.

Also include descriptions of any evacuation plans.

This was approved by Wes on 2023/01/191).
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